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1. Introduction 

In a letter dated 30 October 2020, the Central Organisation of Industrial Employees in 

Denmark (CO-industri) asked me to give my expert opinion on the Commission's pro" 

posal for a directive on adequate minimum wages. 

In connection with her commencement as President of the European Commission, Ursula 

von der Leyen stated that - within the first 100 days of her term of office - she would 

take the initiative to introduce a legal instrument ensming that every worker in the EU 

receives a minimum wage ("A Union that strives for more," page 10). Tue Commission 

sent out a first phase consultation in J anuary 2020 and a second phase consultation in 

June 2020 on a potential EU initiative on minimum wages to the social partners at the EU 

level. On 28 October 2020, the Commission presented a proposal for a directive on ade

quate minimum wages in the European Union. 

CO"industri has asked me to respond to the following three questions: 

(1) Will the EU have the competence under Article 153 TFEU to adopt the Commission's 

proposal for a directive on adequate minimum wages? 

(2) Does the proposed directive provide certainty that wage setting will still exclusively 

be a matter for the social partners in Denmark? 

(3) Has Denmark, under the Danish Accession Aet, surrendered authority to the EU to 

adopt a directive on adequate minimum wages? 



Below, I will first discuss the questions in the order in which they were posed (sections 

2-4), and then I will round offby a brief summarising response to the questions (section 

5). 

2. The EU's competence to adopt the proposed directive 

It is a fundamental premise of the EU that the Union is only autho1ised to aet to the extent 

that the Treaties grant the powers to do so, see Article 5(1) and (2) TEU. The EU's powers 

can only be expanded by following the procedure on Treaty amendments set out in Article 

48 TEU. 

The Commission finds the treaty basis for the proposed directive in Article 153(2) TFEU, 

read with paragraph ( 1 )(b) on 'working conditions'. According to this provision, the EU 

may adopt mles by a qualified majority of the Council and by a simple majority in the 

Parliament. According to Article 153(5) TFEU, however, the EU is not authorised to 

adopt rul es on matters like 'pay '. The Commission provides the following brief reason for 

why the proposal does not concem pay (page 6): 

"Since it does not contain measures directly affecting the level of pay, it fully respects the 

limits imposed to Union action by Article 153(5) TFEU." 

The CJEU Grand Chamber stated the following on the term pay'in Article 153(5) TFEU 

in its Judgment of 15 April 2008 in Case C-268/06, Impact (paragraph 124): 

"As the Commission contended, that exception must therefore be inte1preted as covering 

measures - such as the equivalence of all or some of the constituent parts of pay and/or 

the level of pay in the Member States, or the setting of a minimum guaranteed Community 

wage - which amount to direct inte,:ference by Community law in the determination of 

pay within the Communfty." 

As can be seen from the judgment, the provision precludes the EU from adopting rules 

under Article 153 TFEU "which amount to direct interference by European Union law in 

the determination ofpay within the Union. " As examples ofrules which directly interfere 

in the determination ofpay, the judgment mentions "the equivalence ofall or some ofthe 

constituent parts of pay and/or the level of pay in the Member States." Thus, it will not 
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be possible for the EU to adopt the proposed directive if it hannonises wages or wage 

levels in the Member States. 

The proposed directive is titled "adequate minimums wages in the European Union" and 

its Article 1 establishes "aframeworkfor (a) setting adequate levels of minimum wages; 

(b) access ofworkers to minimum wage protection, in thejorm ofwages set out by col

lective agreements or in the form of a statutory minimum wage where it exists." The pro

posal contains provisions on matters like "promotion af collective bargaining on wage 

setting/' (Atiicle 4) and "adequacy" and "variations and deductions" for statutory mini

mum wages (Articles 5 and 6). 

The provision in Article 5 contains requirements for the manner in which a Member State 

js to ensure an adequate statutory minimum wage, and paragraph 2 sets minimum criteria 

for the national setting of the size of the minimum wage. It appears from paragraph 3 that 

the Member States will be required to "use indicative reference values to guide their as

sessment of adequacy of statutory minimum wages in relation to the general level of gross 

wages, such as those commonly used at international level." According to recital 21: "The 

use of indicators commonly used at international level, such as 60 % of the gross median 

wage and 50 % of the grossaverage wage, can help guide the assessment ofminimum 

wage adequacy in relation to the gross level of wages." 

According to the Commission's explanatory memorandum, "the proposal establishes a 

framework to improve the adequacy of minimum wages and to increase the access of 

workers to minimum wage protection" (page 2). It is also an objective to improve mini

mum wage adequacy "by limiting to a minimum the application ofvariations of statutory 

minimum wage rates for specific groups of workers or of deductions from the remunera

tions" (page 3). The proposal will also "contribute to ensuring a level playingfield in the 

Single Market by helping address large differences in the coverage and adequacy of min

imum wages thai are notjustified by underlying economic conditions" (page 7). 

According to a staff working document (SWD(2020) 246 final, pages 2-3) accompanying 

the proposed directive, the Connnission expects that the proposal "will lead to higher 

minimum wages in about half of the Member States" and that the minimum wage increase 
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"could exceed 20 % in a number of Member States." The Commission also expects in

creased collective bargaining collective bargaining coverage which "will benefit workers 

by /ostering wage growth in all Member States." 

Thus, the objective as well as the expected effect ofthe proposed directive are to interfere 

in the wage setting in the Member States, such as aligning wages and wage levels. Thus, 

the proposal is subject to Article 153(5) TFEU, and the EU is therefore precluded from 

adopting the proposal under Aiticle 153(2) TFEU, read with paragraph (1 )(b ). 

3. The proposed directive and the Danisb bargaining model 

Tue Commission has regularly expressed that an EU initiative would not interfere witb 

the Danish (Nordic) wage setting model as a matter for the social paitners. 

It is important to be aware that neither the Commission, the Council nor the Parliament 

will be able to protect the Danish bargaining model if the Commission is right that it is 

possible for the EU to adopt the proposed directive under Article 153(2)(b) TFEU. A 

natural consequence of the Commission's view of the legal basis is that it will also be 

possible for the EU to subsequently adopt amendments to the directive with a qualified 

majority of tbe Council and a simple maj ority of the Parliament, for example to introduce 

a right for every worker to a (statutory) minimum wage at an adequate level. 

Below I will discuss whether the proposed directive, as it looks now, will provide cer

tainty that wage setting will continue to be a matter exclusively for the social partners of 

the Danish labour market. 

3.1. The proposal's distinction between statutory minimum wages and minimum wages 

determined by col/ective agreements 

According to the Commission, tbe background to the proposed directive is that many 

workers in the EU are not protected by rules on adequate minimum wages. In the majority 

of Member States with statutory minimum wages, those minimum wages are thus "too 
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low vis-a-vis other wages or to provide a decent living." Member States with high collec

tive bargaining coverage "tend to have a low share of low-wage workers and high mini

mum wages" (page 2). 

According to Article 1 ( 1) of the proposal, the directive establishes a framework for setting 

adequate levels ofminimum wages and access ofworkers to minimum wage protection 

in the f mm of wages set out by collective agreements or in the form of a statutory mini

mum wage. According to Article 1(3) of the directive, none of its provisions should be 

constmed as obliging Member States to introduce a statutory minimum wage nor to make 

collective agreements universally applicable "where wage setting is ensured exclusively 

by co/lective agreements." Thus, it is not the intention ofthe proposal to introduce statu

t01y minimum wages in the six countries were wage levels are determined exclusively by 

collective agreements (Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Austria, Italy and Cyprus). 

In line with this, the provisions conceming the setting of adequate levels of minimum 

wages in Articles 5-8 only cover Member States wbich already have a statutory minimum 

wage. Tue provisions do not cover the six Member States where wage setting is solely a 

matter for collective bargaining. Thus, it is not the intention with these provisions for 

collective agreements to determine a minimum wage according to the criteria set out in 

Article 5. In addition, it is not the intention with the proposal, for example, that lower 

minimum wage rates for young people in a collective agreement are to meet the require

ments set out in Article 6. 

However, the proposed directive forms part of a legal system in which a number ofbasic 

values and rights are defined. According to the Commission's explanatory memorandum, 

the proposal "aims to ensure that the workers in the Union are protected by adequate 

minimum wages allowing fora decent living wherever they work'' (page 2). In line with 

tbis, recital 2 ofthe proposal refers to Article 31(1) of the EU Chruter which gives 'every 

worker' the right to working conditions which respect their dignity. Recital 3 refers to 

Article 4 of the Social Charter on the right of 'all workers' to a fair wage, and recital 4 

refers to Article 6 of the European Pillar of Social Rights on the right of 'workers' to a 

fair wage. In addition, Article 31(1) ofthe EU Charter on working conditions which re

spect the worker's dignity is closely related to Article 1 TEU and Article 1 of the EU 

Chatter on 'human dignity' as a fundamental value and right in the EU. 
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There is a striking discrepancy in the proposal between the clear emphasis on the mini

mum wage being embedded in fundamental rights and in the way the fundamental rights 

are implemented. Thus, not every worker will be ensured an adequate minimum wage if 

the proposal is adopted even though Article 31(1) ofthe EU Charter gives 'every worker' 

a right to working conditions which respect their dignity. For example, the provisions set 

out in Articles 5-9 of the proposal on determination of an adequate statutory minimum 

wage will not cover the considerable group of workers in the Danish labour market who 

are either not covered by a collective agreement or who are covered by a collective agree

ment with no set minimum wage. 

It is uncertain whether it will be compatible with Article 31(1) of the EU Charter to (par

tially) exclude a number of workers from the mles of a directive. Tue different treatment 

of workers in different Member States also raises legal questions in relation to Articles 

20 and 21 of the EU Charter on non-discrimination of citizens. 

There is a risk that it will not be possible to keep Denmark and the five other countries 

out of the rules on adequate levels of statutory minimum wage if the matter is raised 

before the Court of Justice ofthe European Union (CJEU), see for example its Judgment 

of 1 March 2011 in C-236/09, Test-Achats. This case was concemed with equal treatment 

between men and women in the access to and supply of goods and services (Directive 

2004/113). The Member States are obliged to ensure that sex is not used as a factor in the 

calculation of individuals' premiums and benefits (Article 5(1)). However, as a political 

comprornise, the Member States were allowed to perm.it a certain use of sex as detennin

ing actuarial factors because a number of Member States still used sex as an actuarial 

factor (Article 5(2)). Two private individuals and a consumer organisation subsequently 

objected to the exception befare a Belgian court which asked the CJEU if the exception 

was compatible with the EU Charter1s prohibition against discri.mination. During the pro

ceedings, the Commission and the Council supported the argument that the exception was 

compatible with the EU Charter. However, the CJEU set aside the provision as invalid as 

it was incompatible with the prohibition of discrimination (based on sex) in Articles 21 

and 23 of the EU Chat1er. The case resulted in the Member States not being able to use 

sex as an actuarial factor even though the opposite was expressly stated in the wording of 

the directive. 
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3.2. Promotion of collective bargaining 

a) The general obligation to increase the rate of collective bargaining coverage 

All Member States are obliged to promote collective bargaining an wage setting. Accord

ing to recital 18, well-functioning collective bargaining and a high rate of collective bar

gaining coverage are important means to ensure that workers are protected by adequate 

minimum wages and that those minimum wages are sufficient. 

According to Article 4(1 ), the Member States will be required to "(. .. ) take measures" to 

''promote the building and strengthening of the capacity of the social partners to en gage 

in collective bargaining on wage setting at sector or cross-industry levef' and "en courage 

constructive, meaningful and informed negotiations on wages among social partners." 

According to the general provision of Article 17, the Member States must "adopt the 

measures necessary to comply with this Directive." 

According to Article 4( 1 ), the Member States must take measures "in consultation with 

the social partners." However, it is wicertain whether the measures may be merely un

binding encouragements of the parties to promote collective bargaining coverage, 

whether there have to be binding tripartite discussions, or iflegislation must be introduced 

with the aim ofpromoting and facilitating the conclusion of collective agreements. 

This vague drafting of the obligations will initially leave a discretion to the Danish state, 

but the CJEU will ultimately be responsible for specifying the more detailed contents of 

the obligations and the way they are to be implemented. It is likely that the CJEU's inter

pretation af the provision will be influenced by it being a part of the promotion of working 

conditions which respect people's dignity under Article 31 ( 1) of the EU Cha1ter and by it 

being in interaction with Article 28 of the EU Charter on the right to negotiate and enter 

into collective agreements. It is well-known that the CJEU's interpretation of vague ex

pressions in a directive in the light of fundamental right.s may create obligations which 

were impossible to foresee in advance. 

In its Judgment of 14 May 2019 in C-55/18, CCOO, the CJEU thus ordered the Member 

States to oblige employers to introduce a system which registers the individual employ

ee's daily work hours for the purpose of ensuring that the employer complies with the 
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rules set out in the Working Time Dircctive. The Working Time Directive does not con

tain a specific mle on registration of daily work hours, but it imposes the general obliga

tion on the Member States to "take the measures necessary to ensure" that workers have 

daily and weekly rest periods as well as a maximum weekly working time of 48 hours. 

However, the CJEU interpreted the directive in the light of its provisions being an imple

mentation of Article 31 (2) of the EU Chatter which entitles "every worker" to "/imitation 

of maximum working hours, to daily and weekly rest periods and to an annua/ period of 

paid leave." A realisation ofthe Judgment will, as a minimum, require new legislation on 

employers' daily work hour control, but it will probably also require a more in-depth re

vision ofthe way the Working Time Directive has been implemented in Denmark. 

b) The special obligations involved when collective bargaining coverage is below 70 % 

According to Article 4(2), a Member State is required to take special steps if collective 

bargaining coverage is below 70 %. Collective bargaining coverage is defined as "the 

share of workers at national level to whom a collective agreement applies," see Article 

3(5). 

It does not appear from the provision whether a Member State may calculate its collective 

bargaining coverage as a whole for the entire labour market or if it has to be done sector 

by sector. In their annual reporting to the Commission, the Member States are required to 

calculate their collectivc bargaining coverage disaggregated by sector, for example, see 

Article 10(2)(b) ofthe proposal. It will play an important role for the application of the 

provision in Denmark whether the calculation has to be done for the labour market as a 

whole or by sector. It is well-known that parts of the private sector labour market have 

collective bargaining coverage below 70 %. 

Article 3(5) also does not state how the calculation of the collective bargaining coverage 

is to be carried out in practice. However, the Member States will be subject to an obliga

tion under Article I 0(1) to develop "ejjective data collection tools to monitor the cover

age and adequacy ofminimum wages." It is stated in recital 25 that "reliable monitoring 

and data collection are key to ensure the ejfective protection of minimum wages." 
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Denmark does not have a register of the number of employers and workers covered by 

collective agreements. When the Confederation ofDanish Employers, inter alia, has cal

culated the number of workers covered by collective agreements in the Danish labour 

market at 83 % this is thus based in part on an estimate which is probably somewhat 

optimistic. The calculation ofthe collective bargaining coverage will probably have to be 

carried out in a more precise manner if the proposal is adopted, and this may very well 

result in the collective bargaining coverage in the Danish labour market tuming out to be 

lower than presumed until now. 

If it has collective bargaining coverage below 70 %, the Member State must "provide for 

a framework of enabling conditions for collective hargaining, either by law after consul

tation af the social partners or by agreement with them, and shall establish an action plan 

to promote collective bargaining." It is thus expressly stipulated in the provision that the 

Member State must introduce legislation or enter into an agreement with the social part

ners on the basic terms of collective bargaining. According to recital 19, this provision 

entails that the Member State must strengthen "a framework of facilitative procedures 

and institutional arrangements enabling the conditionsfor collective bargaining." 

There is no doubt that, if collective bargaining coverage is below 70 %, the State will be 

obliged to take legal steps to promote collective bargaining. The provision does not set 

out specific obligations for the State, but it refcrs to "a framework of enabling conditions 

for collective bargaining." This wording seems to indicate that it may become necessary 

to draw up a considerably more formal framework for collective bargaining in the Danish 

labour market than the rather informal ane currently characterising the system. 

It will ultimately be the CJEU which will specify the requirements for the way in which 

the collective bargaining coverage in the Danish labour market is to be calculated as well 

as the steps which the Danish state will be required to take if collective bargaining cov

erage falls below 70 %. It is likely that the CÆU's interpretation of Article 4(2) will he 

influenced to an even higher degree than its interpretation of Article 4(1) by it being a 

pa11 of the promotion of working conditions which respect people's dignity under Article 

31 (1) of the EU Charter and by the EU Charter also containing a provision in Article 28 

on the right to negotiate and enter into collective agreements. 
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3.3. Enforcement of rights 

According to Article 11 of the proposal, the Member States must "ensure" that workers 

have access to "effective and impartial dispute resolution and a right to redress, including 

adequate compensation, in the case of infringements of their rights relating to statutory 

minimum wages or minimum wage protecting provided by collective agreements." The 

wording of the provision is unclear, and it will be left to the CJEU to determine the de

tailed contents of the provision, including whether workers are to have an individual right 

to complain of and demand cornpensation for underpayment in relation to a collective 

ag:reement. 

This provision causes some uncertainty as to the process and sanction regime character

ising the conflict resolution system in the area of collective agreements in Denmark. Nei

ther a unionised nor a non-unionised worker is able, on their own, to enforce a claim for 

a minimum wage under a collective agreement before the Danish Labour Court or an 

industrial arbitration tribunal. A member ofthe union which is party to a collective agree

ment may bring the claim before the district court if the member is able to prove that the 

union does not intend to pursue the claim. A non-unionised worker is always able to bring 

a wage claim before the district court, but they cannot rely directly on a collective agree

ment to prove a right to a specific minimum wage. In the mutual relationship between an 

employer and a non-unionised worker, the wage agreed by the two pru.iies in the employ

ment contract applies. Only the trade union which is a party to the collective agreement 

may institute proceedings claiming that the wage agreed in the employment contract con

stitutes a breach of the collective agreement. Any penalty imposed for underpayment will 

also accrue to the trade union and not the individual (underpaid) worker. 

Tbis question is relevant in relation to the handling of a number of cases concerning for

eign service providers' underpayment of posted workers in accordance with collective 

agreements concluded with Danish unions, see for example the Judgment handed down 

by the Danish Labour Court on 8 December 2017 in a case between the Danish Confed

eration of Trade Unions acting on behalf of 3F (the United Federation of Workers in 

Denmark) on the one hand and an Italian company (Solesi) on the other. In this Judgment, 

the company was ordered to pay a penalty to 3F of DKK 14 million for not having paid 

its workers the wage which the company had undertaken to pay them under the collective 
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agreement. The penalty amount was calculated as the company's saving of just over DKK 

13 million plus a punitive additional amount of just under DKK 1 million. 

4. Powers entrusted to the EU under the Danish Accession Aet 

The legal framework for Denmark's pa1ticipation in the EU is set out in sections 19 and 

20 ofthe Constitutional Aet and the Aet 011 Accession to the European Union (the Danish 

Accession Aet). 

According to section 19( 1 ), the govemment must obtain the consent of the Danish Par

liament to unde1take any intemational obligations the fulfilment of which would require 

the concurrence of the Danish Parliament. It is only possible to entrust (legislative) pow

ers to an intematianal organisation passing an aet, and this aet must be adopted by a ma

jarity of five sixths af all members af the Danish Parliament, see sectian 20(2) of the 

Canstitutional Aet. A bill which does not obtain approval of five sixths of all members 

may be submitted for a referendum, section 20(2) the Constitutional Aet. 

Ina Judgment handed down on 6 April 1998 (published in the Danish weekly law reports 

1998, p. 800) in a case concerning the Treaty of Maastricht, the Supreme Cow.t held that 

what is decisive under section 20 is whether the EU "is entrusted with the exercise of 

legislative, administrative or judicial authority with direct effect in this country, or the 

exercise of other powers which, according to the Constitution, are vested in the authori

ties of the Rea/m, including the power to enter into treaties with other states." Ina Judg

ment handed down on 20 February 2013 (published in the Danish weekly law reports 

2013, p. 1451) in a case concerning the Treaty of Lis bon, the Supreme Comt subsequently 

held that section 20 also applies when the EU "is entrusted with the exercise of further 

legislative, administrative or judicial authority with direct effect in Denmark, regardless 

of whether the extension concerns the fields of responsibility or the nature of the pow

ers." 1 According to these judgments, the Danish government is obliged to counteract the 

1The Judgment is available in English via https://domstol.dk/hoejesteret/decided-cases-eu

law/2013/2/the-lisbon-treaty/ 
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EU adopting legal instruments requiring further surrender of sovereignty under section 

20 of the Danish Constitutional Aet. 

According to section 2 of the Danish Accession Aet, powers have been entrusted to the 

EU to the extent that such powers have been conferred on the EU by virtue of the EU 

Treaties listed in section 4 of the Aet. According to the Judgment of 6 December 2016 

(published in the Danish weekly law reports 2017, p. 824) handed down by the Supreme 

Court, it is for the Danish courts ( and not the CJEU) to dete1mine whether an EU aet is 

within the seope of the Danish Accession Aet. In this specific case, the Supreme Court 

found that the Danish Accession Aet did not contain the required authority to apply a 

general EU principle on prohibiting discrimination on grounds of age and Article 21 an 

non-discrimination directly on a private enterprise with the consequenee that the enter

prise was unable to rely on a provision set out in the Danish Salaried Employees Aet. 2 

Article 153 TFEU was implemented in a largely identieal version in the Treaty of Maas

tricht (in a protocol to the Treaty). The question of the EU's competence in social matters 

and the position of the bargaining system in the Danisb labour market played an essential 

role in the political and public debate up to the 1992 referendum. 

The political agreement concluded on 30 October 1992 an Denmark in Europe ("the Na

tional Compromise") which was made following the rejection ofthe Treaty ofMaastricht 

in the first referendum states the following about the bargaining system (unofficial trans

lation): 

"It is essential to Denmark to maintain the strength ofthe bargaining system in the Danish 

labour market. " 

The agreement also emphasised the distribution of work between the Union and the Mem

ber States: 

2The Judgment is available in English via https://domstol.dk/hoe(esteret/decided-cases-eu
law/2016/12/the-relationship-between-eu-law-and-danish-law-in-a-case-concerning-a-sala

ried-employee/ 
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''As a principle of law and as a political guideline, the principle of subsidiarity will play 

an important role for the fature co,ifiguration of the Community. This calls for an appro

priate de/imitation of the tasks of the Community and the Member States, respectively, 

and must therefore be respected by the Community bodies in all areas of Community 

activity." 

Tue political agreement is included in full (in Danish) in the subsequent bill on Denmark's 

accession to the Edinburgh Decision and the Treaty of Maastricht (the Official Report of 

Parliamentary Proceedings 1992-93, Supplement A, col. 6706-10). In the bill's review of 

the Treaty of Maastricht, the distribution of powers between the Union and the Member 

States within the labour market area was described in detail. For example, the following 

appears from the preparatory works (the Official Report of Parliamentary Proceedings 

1992-93, Supplement A, col. 6722): 

"It is stated expressly in the relevant provision in the Treaty on the so-called social di

mension that it does not apply to matters concerning pay, the right of association, the 

right to strike or the right to impose lock-outs. " 

It thus appears from the Danish Accession Aet and its preparatory works that the EU has 

not been entrusted with the authority to legislate on wages with direct effect in Denmark. 

There is no doubt that questions related to setting an adequate minimum wage and pro

moting collective bargaining on wage setting are at the core of what is generally under

stood as matters pertaining to pay. An expansion ofthe EU's powers to also include mat

ters pertaining to pay will require legislation to be adopted by five sixths of all members 

of the Danish Parliament or a majority of the votes in a referendum. 

According to section 6(2) of the Danish Accession Aet, the govemment is required to 

infonn the European Affairs Committee of the Danish Parliament (Europaudvalget) of 

any proposals for adoption by the Council which will become immediately applicable in 

Denmark or the fulfilment of which requires the concurrence of the Danish Parliament. 

In all likelihood, it will require legislation to implement a directive on adequate minimum 

wages, and it will probably also be likely to have a direct impact on public employers. It 

is therefore standard practice that the govemment must have its negotiating mandate ap

proved by the European Affairs Committee of the Danish Parliament in connection with 

Council meetings on the proposed directive. The Danish Accession Aet sets out a legal 
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framework for the mandate the European Affairs Committee is able to give the govem

ment for its negotiations on the proposed directive. 

According to a protocol to the Treaty of Lisbon on the application of the principles of 

subsidiarity and proportionality, the Danish Parliament may itself raise 'the yellow card' 

in relation to the Commission's proposed directive. The Danish Parliament did this in 

relation to the Commission's proposal for a regulation on the exercise of the right to take 

collective action within the context ofthe freedom ofmovement (COM(2012) 130). The 

Commission had referred to Article 352 TFEU on the general objective ofthe Union as a 

potential legal basis (which requires unanimity in the Council). In a reasoned opinion 

dated 3 May 2012, the Danish Parliament contested the proposal being in accordance with 

the principle of subsidiarity and the Treaty containing a legal basis for adopting the pro

posal. The Danish Parliament stated the foliowing in its opinion: 

"Finally, the Danish Parliament finds that Article 153 (5) of the TFEU explicitly excludes 

the right to strike from the range of matters that can be subject to European legislation. 

Although the proposal does not in itself provide for new mechanisms for the settlement of 

conflicts, the Parliamentfinds that the treaty does not give the EU the power to legislate 

on existing national arrangements in the area concemed. " 

Tbe Commission's proposal was given 'the yellow card' by a qualified minority of the 

national parliaments, and tbe C01nmission did not proceed with the proposal. 

5. Summarising remarks 

In summary, the tbree questions posed by CO-industri can be responded to as follows: 

1. Article 153(2) TFEU, read with paragraph (l)(b) does not grant the EU the power 

to adopt the proposal for a directive on adequate minimum wages. The rutes set 

out in the proposal interfere with wage setting by aligning wages and wage levels 

in the Member States. This means that the proposal concerns 'pay' and tbus falls 

outside the competence ofthe EU under Article 153(5) TFEU. 

2. The contents of the proposed directive do not provide certainty that wage setting 

will continue to be a matter exclusively for the social partners of the Danish labour 
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roarket. The proposal will make wage setting and the design of the collective bar

gaining system into an EU matter, and thus a1so a matter for the CJEU. 

Denmark is not covered by the pi-oposal's mles on the setting of a statutory mini

mum wage at an adequate level. However, it is possible tb.at the CJEU wil1 regard 

this exception as incompatible with the provisions of the EU Chatter on working 

conditions which respect the dignity ofworkers and non-discrimination if the mat

ter is brought before the CJEU. 

At all events, adoption ofthe proposal may cause significant consequences for the 

design of the collective bargaining system in the Danish labour market. According 

to the proposal, all Member States are obliged to promote collective bargaining 

on wage setting and to take special steps ifthey have collective bargaining cover

age of lcss than 70 %. It will be left to the CJEU to determine the more detailed 

contents of the vaguely described obligations and the way the Member States are 

to implement those obligations. 

3. The Danish Accession Aet does not entrust authority to the EU to adopt a directive 

on adequate minimum wages. The Danish Parliament may give 'the yellow card' 

to the proposed directive for violating the principle of subsidiarity in the same 

way as was done with the Commission's proposal for a regulation on the exercise 

of the right to take collective action within the context of the freedom of move

ment. 

Capenhagen, 11 November 2020 

Professor, Doctor ofLaws Jens Kristiansen 
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